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THE PURPOSE of this paper is to investigate the extent to which the homotopy type of a 
piecewise linear manifold M determines the obstructions to smoothing M (see Hirsch [S] for 
definitions). Our principal technique is to relate the obstructions to smoothing A4 to the 
obstructions to finding a stably reducible vector bundle over M by using the theories of 
Milnor [l l] and Spivak [15]. Our first result is a general structure theorem. 
THEOREM A. Let G”+l c Hn’l(M, z,(PL/O)) be the set of all elements that appear as 
the obstruction to extending some map f: MC,,, + PLJO over the (n + 1) skeleton of M where 
MC”, denotes the n skeleton of M. Then 
(i) Gnfl is a subgroup of H”+l(M; rt,(PL/O)); 
(ii) Zf M is a compact PL mantfold with q(M) = 0 which admits a smoothing of MC,,, 
then there is a coset 
Q”+~(M)EH”+~(M; n,(PL/O))/G”+’ 
such that there is a smoothing of Mo,+lj tfand only rf@‘+‘(M) = 0. 
It follows easily from the definition that Gnfl is a homotopy type invariant. The proof 
of the theorem shows that O”‘l(M) depends only on the tangential homotopy type of M. 
There is a similar result for finding a stable reducible vector bundle over a Poincare 
duality space X [cf. 151. That is 
THEOREM A’. Let X be a simply connected complex satisfying Poincare’ duality for 
dimension m. Let Gnflc Hnfl (X; n,(F/O)) be the set of all elements that appear as the 
obstruction to extending some map f: XC,,, --f F/O over the (n + 1) skeleton of X. Then 
(i) Gnfl is a subgroup of H”“(X; q(F/O)) 
(ii) Zf there is a lift I: XC”, + B, of the restriction of the classifying map v: X--f Br of 
the stable normal fiber space of X, then there is a coset 
O”+‘(X) E H”+ ‘(X : n,(F/O))/G”+’ 
such that there is a lift of v over X,, + 1l if and only if Q’+‘(X) = 0. 
It is clear that G” ‘l is again a homotopy type invariant. Since the normal fiber space 
is also a homotopy type invariant so is the higher obstruction fInfl(X). 
t This research was partially supported by the National Science Foundation under grants number 
NSF GP4037 and GP6961. 
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After establishing the relationship between the obstructions of Theorems A and A’ 
we prove as applications 
THEOREM B. Let M be an (n - 1) connected PL manifold of dimension N with n odd 
(n 2 3). Then the primary obstruction 0 to smoothing M is a homotopy type invariant. 
In fact if $ : HN-“(M; Z) -+ HN(M; 7~:_~) is the stable Kervaire Milnor operation, 
C : z:__~ -+ n,_,(F/O) is the coefficient homomorphism of SSpivak [IS; Theorem B] and 
g* : n,_,(PL/O) + x,-~(F/O) is the coeficient homomorphism of 4.2, then g** V’(M) is 
characterized by the formula 
x u~**~~(M)=(-~)~(N+~)c*IcI(~) 
validfor any x E HN-“(M; Z). 
And 
THEOREM C. Let M have the homotopy type of S” x S” with n even, m odd and m, n > 1. 
Zf M(,, has a smoothing, then so does M. 
We also give examples to show some numerical restrictions are needed in Theorems 
B and C. 
The organization of the paper is the following. Theorem A is a special case of a more 
general result 2.7 below. Sections 1 and 2 develop the machinery needed to prove 2.7. In 
$3 we derive Theorem A and its analogue as special cases. In $4 the relationship between 
the obstructions to smoothing and to finding a stably reducible vector bundle is obtained 
and the proofs of Theorems B and C are given. In section 5 the examples mentioned above 
are constructed. 
Throughout this paper we work in the category of %‘@9 of compactly generated spaces 
[16]. In particular the product X x Y of two spaces will have the weak topology generated 
by the compact subsets of X x Y with the usual topology. 
This paper is based on the author’s doctoral dissertation [2]. The author would like 
to extend his thanks to his adviser, W. C. Hsiang, for his help and encouragement. 
$1. PRE H-SPACES 
Definition. A pre H-space (PHS) is a topological space X with base point x,, together 
with a sequence of subspaces X,,, n 2 0, with x0 E X,, and base point preserving maps 
CL m,n : X,,, x X,, + X,,,+,, such that 
(1) There exists a strictly increasing function o : Z+ -+ Z+ (Z’ = {non-negative 
integers}) such that the map i,. : n&X,, x,,) + rcq(X, x0) induced by the inclusion i, : X, c X 
is an isomorphism for q 5 o(n). 
(2) The diagrams 
K,,” a,, n 
X,-X,+, Xn-Xm+n 
L 03 L+, i, c\Q i,+, 
X X 
are homotopy commutative where K,,,, n = pm, n 1 X, x x,, and A,,,, , = ,u,,,, n1 x0 x X,, . 
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(3) The diagrams 
&VI, n am, n
XIII x X, -Xm+n X, x X” -Xm+n 
I 
KlVl.pXl 
I 
Km+Vl. p 
I 
1XG.p 
I 
Km+“, P 
X mtp x XII Xmtnt, 
I 
Xm x Xn+p 
Ilm+p, ll n 1 
X,+,+, 
Pm.?l+P n 
X mtntp c X X mtntp c x 
are homotopy commutative for all p 2 0. 
The maps A,,, are called the multiplication of X. In the sequel when no confusion 
will arise we drop the subscripts from p,,,,; K,,,; I,,,, and denote these maps simply by 
L4 ‘G 1. 
If Y is any space then [Y, X] will denote the set of homotopy classes of maps from Y 
into X and [fl will denote the homotopy class off : Y --+ X. If Y is a finite C W complex 
of dimension I and X is a PHS then (1) implies that i,,,. : [Y, X,] + [ Y, X] is a one-to-one 
correspondence for m 2 I (i,,[f] = [i, 0f]). Combining this observation with the multi- 
plication maps we may introduce an operation, denoted by a dot *, in [ Y, X] as follows : 
if a, /? E [Y, X] pick representatives for a and fi respectively of the form Y& Y,,, c X and 
YB- X,, c X where m, n 2 1. Then a * /I is represented by the composite 
Y&Y x r-x, x x,-Lx,.+, c x 
where A is the diagonal. 
LEMMA 1.1. a * p does not depend on the choices off and g. 
Proof. Let j”’ : Y+ X,,,’ c X also represent a. We may assume m’ 2 m. Consider 
K ,,ms-,f andf’. BY (2) G,,,~-, f followed by the inclusion X,,,, c X represents a. Since f’ 
followed by the same inclusion also represents a and m’ 2 m 2 I the remarks above show 
that K In, In’--m f is homotopic to f ‘. In the diagram 
X, x X, L Xnlt, 
f”/ /” c\ 
YJ-+YxY XX1 K 
A 
\ 1 1 c/” 
x,. x x, AKd+, 
then the first triangle is homotopy commutative. By (2) and (3) then the whole diagram is 
homotopy commutative. Hence a - p does not depend on the choice off, By a similar 
argument a * p does not depend on the choice of g. 
Dejinition. A PHS X is homotopy associative if 
x, x x, x x,x:x,+, x x, 
1 1 XP I P 
Xl x -Kl+n A&tm+n 
commutes up to homotopy. 
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THEOREM 1.2. If X is a homotopy associative PHS and Y is a$nite CW complex then 
[Y, X] with the above operation is a group. 
Proof. This theorem follows from the proof of [12, Theorem 31 with the obvious 
modifications. 
Let X and X’ be pre H-spaces with multiplications p and AL’ respectively. Letf: (X, x,,) 
--t (X’, x0’) satisfy f(X,,) c X,’ and p (f x f) =~LL : X, x X, -+ XL,,, . We call f a PHS 
homomorphism if there exist homotopies H, : X,,, + X (respectively G, : X,’ -+ xl) between 
i, and im+nK,,, (respectively between i,,,’ and i,,,‘+” K$, ,) such that fH, = G,f and if the 
similar conditions hold for the other diagrams in (2) and (3). In short a homomorphism is a 
multiplication preserving map that also preserves the homotopies in (2) and (3). If Xand X’ 
are homotopy associative and f: X -+ X’ is a PHS homomorphism, f is regular if there 
exist associating homotopies H, : Xl x X, x X, + Xl+m+n and G, : X,’ x X,’ x X,,’ -+ 
Xi+,,,+” such that fH, = G,(fx f x f). 
$2. OBSTRUCTION THEORY AND PRE H-SPACES 
By a fiber space i = (E,p, B) we always mean a fiber space in the sense of Serre [14]. 
We will use without further explanation all the standard notions from the theory of fiber 
spaces. Since we shall use the obstruction theory of Hermann [4] we assume for the re- 
mainder of this section that all base spaces of fiber spaces are connected, simply connected 
CW complexes with fixed base point and that maps of fiber spaces preserve the base point. 
Let p : E + B be a fiber map with fiber F. A sequence 
. . . + E, ---Er_,+--+E,Q1+E,=B 
of spaces and fiber maps is called a Postnikov tower for p if there exist functions h, : E -+ E, 
with ho = p, h,(F) c F, = p-l(b,) where pr = qlq2 . . . qr such that 
(1) qr h, is homotopic to h, _ 1 
(2) h,, : @‘) --+ n&F,.) is an isomorphism for q I r, and 
(3) z&F,.) = 0 for q > r. 
It follows from (l)-(3) that h,, : z,(E) + n&E,) is an isomorphism for q I r and an epi- 
morphism for q = r + 1 (hence n&E, Er) = 0 for q I r + l), and that rc,(Fr) = 0 for qf r 
where F, is the fiber of qr . 
Let X be a simply connected C W complex and let f : X -+ B. 
LEMMA 2.1. f 1 Xcr+lj lifts to E ifand only if 
Cfl E Im(p,, : IIX, &I -, LX, Bl). 
Proof. This follows from the obvious obstruction theoretic argument by use of the 
covering homotopy property. 
Let f: X+ E,. Since Fr+r is r connected, ff5r+1, where [r+l = (E,+l, q,+l, E,), has a 
cross-section over Xcr+rj. Let O,(f) E Hr+2(X; TC,+~(F~+~)) be the primary obstruction to 
extending this cross-section. Since n&F,.+,) = 0 for q > r + 1, O,(f) = 0 if and only if f 
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canbeliftedtoamapg:X-+E,.+,. By noticing that O,(f) depends only on the homotopy 
class of-f, we may summarize these remarks as 
LEMMA 2.2. 
is an exact sequence Of sets. 
In subsequent discussion the following variation of lemma 2.2 will be useful. 
Let f: .Xca, + F and define &‘f) E H”‘“(X; n,(F)) to be the primary obstruction to 
extending J Since $0 depends only on the homotopy class of f, If/ : [Xc,,; F’j -+ 
H”f’(X; n,(F)). 
LEMMA 2.3. There exists a function m : [A’,,,; F] --f [X, En-‘] such that 
Ci) [XC,,, FI m ‘[X,yPl] Pm-‘*, [X, B] is an exact sequence of sets; and 
(ii) [X’“{, FI -‘ff H”+ ‘(X; QF>> 
I 
1 
hnt* 
Ill 
H”+‘G; X”(F”)) 
!Ix,E”-fl~ H”tl(?.ij; (F )) , n ” 
commutes where la,** and I** are the homomorphisms induced by the coejicient homomorphisms 
h,, : n,(F) -+ n,,(F,,) and i, : T-C,@,) + 71 n (I;,). 
Proof. Let f: Xtnt -+ F. Since ~~-~h,-~f: Xtnt + B is the constant map, h,_,f is a lift 
the constant map c : X-+ b, c B over the n-skeleton of X. By obstruction theory then, there 
is an extension g : X+J!?“-~ of h,_,f covering c. Let m[f] = [g]. An easy obstruction 
theory argument shows that m is well defined. Since pn-i r m[f] = [c] by construction, to 
prove (i) we need only show that if pn_l # [g] = [c], then [g] = m [f] for somef: Xc,,, --f F. 
Now P,,_~ ,[g] = [c] implies, by the covering homotopy property, that g is homotopic to 
some g’ : X-P F”-I. Since (2) and (3) imply that 7cq(Fn-‘, F) = 0 for 4 I n, g’JX,,, is homo- 
topic to h,_iffor some f : XtO, -+ F. Clearly rn[jJ = [g’] = [g] and i) is established. 
Since h,,,$[f] is exactly the obstruction to extending h,,f: XC”, + F” to the (n + 1) 
skeleton, it is also the obstruction to extending the lift h,f of the constant map c : X-+ B 
over the (n + 1) skeleton. A routine check of the definitions, however, shows that this 
obstruction is also i,, Om[f]. Hence (ii) holds. 
We note that h,,, and &. above are isomo~~sms since hn,, and i* are. In the sequel 
we shall identify H”+‘(X; n,(F)), H”“(X; n,(F,,)) and H”+‘(X; rc,(F,,)) under these iso- 
morphisms. 
We want to use 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 to study higher obstructions when p : E + B is a 
homomo~hism of pre H-spaces such that p and p 1 E,, n 2 0, are fiber maps. (We 
shall call such a homomo~hism p a PHS fibration.) Some special lemmas are needed in 
this study for which we first introduce some notation. 
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If (f, f) : (E,, pl, B,) + (E, , pz , B,) is a map of fiber spaces, when no confusion arises 
we denote all of the maps f, f 1 Fl, and3 by f and write the induced maps on homotopy by 
f* . Finally f** : H *( ; n&E;)) -+ H*( ; n&F,)) will denote the coefficient homomorphism 
induced by f* : n&r;,) -+ xq(F2). 
Let 5r and C2 be fiber spaces whose fibers Fl and F, are n1 - 1 and n2 - 1 connected 
respectively. Let n = min(n,, nJ and Bi E H”+’ (Bi, x,(Fi)) be the obstruction to finding a 
cross-section of 5i over the n + 1 skeleton of B, , i = 1, 2. 
LEMMA 2.4. Zf(f,f) : cl --f c2 is a map of$ber spaces, then39, = f** I&. 
Proof. This follows from the obvious argument. 
Let(~i,xi):(ElxE,,p,xp,,B,xB,)~(E,,pi,Bi),i=1,2,bethemapoffiber 
spaces induced by the projection onto the first or second factor respectively. Let (ji, ji) : 
(Ei, pi, BJ -+ (El x E, , p1 x p2, B, x I$), i = 1, 2, be induced by the inclusions j,(e) = 
(e, ez),jl(b) = (b, bJ,j&) = (el, e), j,(b) = (bi, b) w ereeiEEiandbioBi,i=1,2,arethe h 
base points. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let t3 E Hflfl(B1 x B,; n,(F, x F,)) be the primary obstruction to finding a 
cross-section of (E, x E, , p1 x pz , B, x B,). Then 8 = j, ..Z,*tJ, + j2*, &*8,. 
Proof. By 2.4, ?ii*Bi = rri*,O for i = 1, 2. Since 
jr,. 0 j2*. : H”+‘(B1 x B, ; n,,(F,)) @ H”+‘(B, x B 2 ; q,(F,)) -+ H”+‘(B, x B, ; n,(F, x F,)) 
is an isomorphism with inverse rcl ,* @ rc2 ,, , the lemma follows. 
Let p : E + B be a PHS fibration whose fiber F is (q - 1) connected and let 0 E 
H4+‘(B; n,(F)) be the primary obstruction to cross-sectioning this fiber space. Then the 
inclusions give a map (i, i) : (E, , p 1 E,, , B.) --f (E, p, B) of fiber spaces and the induced maps 
I* : H’(B; G) + H’(B,,; G) and i,, : H*(B,; x,(F,)) + H*(B; z,(F)) are isomorphisms for 
n > r + 1, where F, is the fiber of p/E, : E,, + B,, . We shall identify H’(B; n,_l(F)) with 
H’(B,; x,_~(FJ) under these isomorphisms. In particular we shall consider 8 to be an ele- 
ment of H4+l(B,; x&F”)) for n > q + 1. Now let X be a finite CW complex. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let a, p E [X, B]. Then @(up) = O(a) + O(p). 
Proof. LetdimX=Iandpickm,n>max(l,q+ l).Letthecompositesf:X-+B,,,c B,g: 
X--f B, c B represent a and /3 respectively. Then XL X x X “’ + B,,, x B, + B,,,,, c B 
represents a * j?. Hence 
@(a - p) = A*(f x g)*p*e = A*(f x g)*p,*e = A*(f x g)*(p,rjl..nl*e + prtjZ**n2*e) 
where 0 E H4+‘(B,,, x B,; x&F,,, x F,,)) is the primary obstruction to cross-sectioning 
E,,, x E,, + B,,, x B,, . Since the diagram 
H4+‘(B, ; n&F,))& H4+ ‘(4, x 4, ; x&F,)) 
I 
jl** 
89 
RI* H4+ ‘(Bm x B, ; z,(F,,, x FJ) 
1 
P** 
Hq+‘(B, :n,(F,+,)) -=Hq+‘(B, x B,; z,(F,,,+,,)) . 
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commutes p.+* j, l * rr1*8 = n,*rc,, 8 = rc** 8 x 1. But under the above identifications IC** 8 = 
K*0; hence p** j, ,* x1 *0 = x*0 x 1. Similarly pL** j2**rc,*g = 1 x A*g. Thus 
o(a. p) = ~*(f x 9)*(x*8 x I + i x n*e) 
= A*(f*K*e x 1 + i x g*;l*e) =f*K*e + g*2*e = cm + o(p) 
since the composites XL B,_7 B,,,+n c B and X& B,?, B,,,+” c B also represent CL and /3 
respectively. 
If p : E --f B is a PHS fibration, a Postnikov tower 
.vE,%E~_~ -+ ...+El~EEo=B 
for p is natural if each of the spaces E, is a PHS and q, is a PHS homomorphism. If E and B 
are homotopy associative and p is regular, we also require that E, be homotopy associative 
and that qr be regular for all r. 
THEOREM 2.7. Let E and B be homotopy associative pre H-spaces and p : E -+ B be a 
regular jibration having a natural Postnikov tower. Let X be a simply connected finite CW 
complex and let f: X + B be a map such that f 1 Xcn, admits a I$ into E. Then there is a 
subgroup G”+l of H”+l(X; n,(F)) and a coset 
e”“(f) E H”+‘(X; z,(F))/Gn+’ 
such thatf I Xcn+lj hasalijittoEifandonZyiftl”+‘(f)=O. 
Proof. Let . - - + E,-% E,._, + . . . --t E, = B be a natural Postnikov tower for p. Then 
each space E, is a homotopy associative PHS and [X, E,.] is a group. Let Gnfl = 
O(ker p(n-ljr : [X, En-‘] + [X, B]) where pn_l = qlq2 . . . qn_l. 
Since 0 is a homomorphism by 2.6, G”+l is a subgroup of H”+‘(X; 7#‘)). Since 
f 1 X admits a lift into E, [f] E Im(p,,_,,, :[X,E,,_,]-+[X,B]).Letg:X-+E,_,besuch 
that p~.-l~~Cd = Cfl and let e”“(f) be the coset of H”+‘(X; n,(F))/Gnfl determined 
by O(g). e”“(f) is well defined, for if h :X-+ E,_, also satisfies pn-ltt [h] = [fj, then 
~,__~,([g] - [h]) = 0 and [g] = [h] * [k] where [k] E ker~,_r~. Thus O(g) = O(h) + O(k) 
and the cosets of O(g) and O(h) modulo G”+l are the same. 
If e""(f) = 0, then O(g) = O(k) for some k with [k] E ker P,,-~#. Hence O(h) = 0 
where h represents [g] * [k] -l. But by 2.2 then h factors through E, . Since pn-lff [h] = 
Pn-lJdpn-1e WI-l = [f] the last remark implies that [f] E Imp,, : [X, E”] + [X, B]. 
Hence f) Xcn+lj lifts to E. 
If f 1 Xcn+lj lifts to E, [f] =p,,[g] for some g : X+ E”. Hence e”“(f) is the coset 
determined by O(q,g). Since O(q,g) = 0, e”“(f) = 0 and the proof is complete. 
COROLLARY (to the proof of Theorem). G”+l = Im $ : [X,,,; F] + H”+l(X; ?#‘)). 
Proof. This follows immediately from the definition of G”+l and 2.3. 
That theorem 2.7 is not vacuous is a consequence of 
THEOREM 2.8. Let p : E + B be a PHS jibration. Then there exist a PHS jibration 
p” : i? -+ B” and homomorphisms 2; : E -+ E, d : B” + B such that 
(i) e” and b” are weak homotopy equivalences. 
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(ii) pd = @. 
. (iii) J has a natural Postnikov tower. 
(iv) If E and B are homotopy associative and p is regular, then E” and B” are homotopy 
associative and @, fi,. , and q, are regular. 
Proof. Let B = IS(E)1 be Milnor’s realization [lo] of the singular complex of E and 
let B” be defined similarly. All the conclusions of the theorem follow from the well known 
properties of semi-simplicial complexes [cf. 91 and their realizations. (It is necessary to 
recall only that since all spaces are assumed to be compactly generated, there is a natural 
homeomorphism q : lS(X x Y)l +S I (X)1 x IS(Y) 
$3. SOME FAMILIAR PRE H-SPACES 
In this section we shall construct some familiar examples of pre H-spaces B. , BpL , and 
BF and explore some relationships between them. We recall first that if G is an associative 
H-space, then the “ classifying space ” Bo is defined only up to homotopy type. The point of 
much of our discussion is to pick representatives for the spaces above that are suitable for 
studying these interrelationships and to demonstrate that suitability. After some preliminary 
remarks, we will turn to the study of B. and BpL . 
By mimicking the Dold-Lashof construction [3] we obtain for any semigroup G in %?% 
a universal principal G quasi-fibration iG = (_I&, po , B,) such that if G is a group in $F?? 
then cc is a principal G bundle. Let be E & be the canonical point obtained in the first step 
of the construction of B, and let e, E p; ‘(b,) z G be the point corresponding to the identity 
of G. 
Let 0, , PL, , and PD, be the semi-simplicial complexes of Lashof and Rothenberg [S]. 
To avoid excessive notation, these symbols will also denote the geometric realizations of these 
complexes. We recall the construction of the fiber map p : Bon -+ BpL, of [S]. Let PL,, act 
from the right on PD, x EpL,. Then (PD, x EpL,, q, PD, x EpL,/PL,,) is a principal fibration 
where q is the quotient map. Since the inclusion PL, c PD, is a homotopy equivalence [8; 
Theorem 2.21 and EpL, is contractible, zi(PD, x E&PL,,) = 0 for all i. Now let 0, act on 
PD, x J%L, from the left by acting on PD, . Since this action commutes with the action of 
PL,, , there is an induced action on PD, x E,,,/PL,, . With this action then (PD, x EPL,/PLn , 
q’, O,\PD, x i?&PL,,) is a principal 0, bundle with aspherical total space. Hence B,,,, = 
O,,\PD, x EJPL,, is a representative of B,,, . It is also easy to check that the projection on 
the second factor PD, x E,,, --) i?,,, commutes with the actions of 0, and PL,, and induces, 
therefore, a map pn : Bo,, + BpL, = E,,n/PL,. pn is the fiber map of [S]. The base point be 
of Bo,, is the image of the point (1,) e,) in B,,. where 1, E PD, is the identity. 
Induced maps B,,. + Bo,,, BpL, + EpL,,, that commute with the projections arise in the 
following fashion: Let 0 : PL, -+ PL, and r : 0, --f 0, be homomorphisms. A map p : PD, + 
PD, is bi-equivariant with respect to u and z or simply bi-equivariant if for any x E PD,, 
g E PL, , h E 0,) p(xg) = p(x) * a(g) and p(hx) = z(h)p(x). We note that if p : PD, + PD, is 
bi-equivariant with respect to g and z and ~(1,) = 1, then pfPL, = a and p IO, = r. Thus 
d and r are determined by p. Clearly the composite of bi-equivariant maps is bi-equivariant. 
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LEMMA 3.1. A bi-eguivariant map p : PD, -+ PD, induces a map (p’, j?) : (Bo, , p., BpL,) 
+(Bo,, , pm, BP& of Jiber spaces. If p(1,) = 1 m, then p’ and ji preserve the base point. 
Proof. Let p be bi-equivariant with respect to c and r and let (~7, 5) : (EPL,, ppL, , BpLn) 
-+ VP,_ 3 PPL, > BP& be the map of principal fibrations induced by C. Define p1 : PD, 
x EPL, --f PD, x E,,_ by plk v) = (P(X), ~6~)). Then for any 9 E PL y P~((x, y) * d = 
pl(x, y) . o(g) since p is bi-equivariant and 5 is a map of principal fibrations. Furthermore 
7cp1 = 6~ where n denotes projection on the last factor. Passing to quotients yields the 
commutative diagram 
PD, x EpL,/PL,,A EPL,I& = BPI, 
1 
PD, xpLpLm,PL 
I 
ii 
$+ EPLm/PL, = BPLm 
where pz and 7c1 are induced by p1 and n respectively. 
Also for any h E 0,) pl(h * (x, y)) = z(h)p,(x, y). EIence under the induced actions of 
0, and 0,) pz(h * z) = z(h) * pz(z) for any z E PD, x EPL,/PLn . Finally, since Oj acts trivially 
on BpL, ,j = n, m, passing to quotients in the above diagram yields the commutative diagram 
B,,, = On\PD, x E,JPL, zBpL, 
Pa 
1 I 
a 
B o,’ = O,\PD, x ,?pL,/PLmaBpL, 
where p3 andp,, i = n, m, are induced by pz and n, respectively. If p(1,) = 1,) p,(b,‘) = b,‘. 
Thus letting (p’, p) = (p3, 5) completes the proof of the lemma. 
We now let BpL, be the mapping cylinder ofp, , BpL, = B,,, x [0, l] u BpL, with (x, 1) 
identified withp,(x). Let Bon c BpL, be the image of B,,. x (0) and let b, E Bo, be the base 
point. It follows from 3.1 that a bi-equivariant map p : PD, + PD, induces a map also 
denoted by P : (BPL,, , Bon) -+ (BpLm, B,,). It is easy to check that the induced map is func- 
torial, i.e. the composite of induced maps is the induced map of the composite. 
In particular the inclusion i : PD, c PD, + I by acting on the first n factors is bi-equi- 
variant with respect to the analogous inclusions i : 0, c O,, i and i : PD, c PD,.,. Thus 
there is an induced map i : (BpL, , B,,) --f (BpL,+ ,, B,,, 1 ). We convert this map to an inclusion 
and let BpL = lim, BpL, and B, = lim, Bo, . Thus B. c BP,. We shall prove the 
THEOREM 3.2. BpL and B. are homotopy associative pre H-spaces and the inclusion 
Bo = BPL is a regular homomorphism. 
Theorem 3.2 will follow from several lemmas to which we now turn. 
By the obvious generalization of the construction of (BpL,, B,,), we may construct 
classifying spaces BpL, x pL, x pL, = Bo, x o, x o, and the construction will be functorial with 
respect to bi-equivariant maps p : PD, x PD, x PD, -+ PD,, x PD,. x PD,,. . Since PL, = 
PD, = 0, = {identity}, we shall make the identifications PL, x PL, x PL, = PL, x PL,, , 
PL, x PL, x PL,, = PL,, , etc. In this setting various composites of the following bi-equi- 
variant maps are of particular interest : 
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(i) p : PD, x PD, + PD,,, is the Whitney sum [cf. 8-J. 
(ii) p : PD, + PD, x PD, is inclusion as the first factor, p(x) = (x, 1,). 
(iii) p : PD, -+ PD, x PD, is inclusion as the second factor, p(x) = (I,, x). 
(iv) p : PD, x PD, --f PD, is projection on PD,, q = m, n. 
Letj, k, I and rc4, q = m, n, denote the induced maps of(i), (ii), (iii), and (iv) respectively. 
The multiplications in B,, and Bo will be induced from the Whitney sum. The details 
are as follows. Consider 
a=(%l, ~4 :(Bp~,,,x~~,~Bo,,,xo,~ h,)-*(Bp~,,, x Bp,,,Bo,,,x Bon, h, x 6,). 
Then a * :QBpLmxpL,) +QBpL,,, x BpL,) and a* :~q(Bo,xo,)+~q(B~, x Bo,) are iso- 
morphisms for all q. Since we may assume (by taking the realization of the singular complex) 
that all spaces under consideration are CWcomplexes and all maps are cellular, the techniques 
of J. H. C. Whitehead [17] show that we may pick a homotopy inverse P : (BpL, x BpL., , 
Bo,,, x Bo,,) --) (BPL, x PL, 3 Bo,,, x o,, ) of a such that the homotopy between /ICC and the identity 
of BPL,~PL, (respectively between @I and the identity of BpL, x B,,,) is relative to B,,,, x o, 
(respectively relative to B,_ x B,,). Also by a careful choice of fi, we may assume that 
PI BPL, xb,=kandplb,, x BpL, = 1. The Whitney sum w : (BpL, x BpL,, B,,,, x B,,) --t 
(BPL~m+.)'BO~m+") ) is then the composite_$. 
LEMMA 3.3. The Whitney sum is homotopy associative relative to B, . 
Proof. Consider the diagram 
B~L, x BPL, x BPL,=+BPL~ x BPL,~PL,%BPL, x BPL,,,+~ 
BXl 
1 I iy II 1~ 
B PL~~PL, x BPL, ABPL,~PL XPL m " ~BPL~~PL,+, 
jX1 
I 
III 
I 
IV 
1 
j 
B PLY+, x BPL, --B-+ BPL, + m x BP,=---J---, B PLt+m+n 
where y and 6 are obtained by the same procedure used to obtain P, and n and P are induced 
by the obvious bi-equivariant maps. Since all maps and homotopies are taken relative to the 
appropriate subspaces of B, , each of the sub-diagrams I, II, III, IV is homotopy commutative 
relative to B. . Since the composites on the outer edges give the two ways of forming a three- 
fold Whitney sum, the lemma follows. 
LEMMA 3.4. Zf m * it = 0 (mod 2), then 
WI BPL, x h,: (BPL~' BoJ+(BPL,+,,~Bo,+,) 
and 
wlb, x BP,_: (BP,_, Bo,)+(BPL,,,+~,Bo,,,+~) 
are homotopic as maps of pairs. 
Proof. w / BpL, x b, = k is the map induced by the inclusion: PD, c PD,+, by acting 
on the frrst m factors while w I b,-, x BP,_ = 1 is the map induced by the inclusion i, of PD, 
in PD,,, by acting on the last m factors. 
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Let el, . . . , emi, be the canonical basis for Rmm+” and let A : Rm’” -+ R” +a be the linear 
transformation determined by setting A(eJ = ei+m if 1 5 i 5 ra and A(e,) = et__” if n + 1 < 
i < n + m. Then A is a point of O,,, n PL,+, . Since the determinant of A is (- I),” = 1, 
there is a pathp, : [0, 11 -+ O,,, with p,(O) = lm+,, and p,(l) = A. Hence lrn+_ and A may 
be joined by a path in PD,,, . Since the inclusion PLz,,+,, c PD,,, is a homotopy equivalence, 
this implies that there is a pathp, : CO, I]--, PL,.,, such thatp,(O) = I,,,, andp,(l) = A. 
Leto,:PL,-,PL,,,andz,:O,-rO,,,, 0 I s I 1, be the homomorphisms defined by 
gs( ) =p,(s)-“i,( )P,(s) and 7J ) =pr(s)-‘i,( )pl(s). Then if ps : P1), +PD,+, js defined 
by P,( ) = pi(s)-‘i,( )p,(s), 0 I s 5 1, ps is bi-equivariant with respect o o, and t, . Hence 
ps induces & : (BpL,, B,,) --, (BpL,,,+,,, B,,*+,). Since PO = il, &, = w 1 BpL, x b, and since 
p1 = iz, pi = w 1 b, x BpL_,. Therefore letting H : BP=, x I-+ BPL,+R be given by H(x, .r) 
= li;(.x) completes the proof of the lemma. 
We now turn to the 
Proof ~~~~eorern 3.2. Let X, be BpL, or Bo, and I.c,* n be the Whitney sum. In either case 
the truth of the first condition of a PHS is well known. That the first diagram in (2) is homo- 
topy commutative follows immediately from the construction of Bpl, and B, . 
To see that 
is a homotopy commutative diagram of pairs we distinguish two cases. 
Case 1, m - p1 is even. Tn this ease A,,,, nis homotopic to K,, n relative to Bon by 3.4 and the 
result follows from the above remarks. 
Case 2. m - n is odd. Then rc,+,, i1,, n N A,,,, “+ ix,, 1 (rel. B,,), where - means “is 
homotopic to,” since 
be x L&L,, x be = L&L,,, x %,, x BPL~ Pm*nx ‘, BPL,+, x &ti 
I 
I X&s, 1 
I 
Bm+n. f II 
B PL, x BPL,., 
Pm,n*t 
+-BPLm+,+l 
is homotopy commutative relative to Bon. But m - (n + 1) is even ; hence A,, n+l - r+r, m 
(rel. B,,,,), and a routine verification shows that ic n+l,m~“,i = %,,+t. Thus (rei. Bon) 
&+n&,n - jm+n+lJcm+n,l&,n - im+nfl R m,n+lKn,r - L+.+I+,I,~K,,I =b+,+~q~+l N 1, 
where i4 : BpL, c BpL is the inclusion. 
We show now that the first diagram of condition 3 is homotopy commutative relative 
to B. . Again there are two cases. 
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=k’ m,p+n(l x &,“> 
N PL,,,+“u x &l,,> 
= !Jm, p+n(l x /Al, P> I BP,, x BP,, x bo 
= IIm+n, p&n, n x 1) IBP,, x BP,, x bo 
= %ni..,pPnl,n 
where b, E BpL P is the base point and the homotopies are relative to Born x Bon by 3.3 and 3.4 
Case 2. IZ . p is odd. Then n(p + 1) is even and 
l,+,+p&+p~?l (%,p x 1) N int+n+p+llC,+“+p,I~,+p,“(IC,,p x 1) 
= irn+n+p+~(p”z+n+p, 1 I%,+,+, x W~m+~,.b,,,~ x 1) 
= im+n+p+l~m+n+p, d(~~+~,~ x 1) I&,,+, x BP,, x hd(~,,~ x 1) 
- im+n+p+l~m+g,n+l((l x ~~,dl&~,,,+, x BP,, x W(~,,p x 1) 
= im+n+p+l~m+p,n+lU x A,‘~)(~~,~ x Wh,,, x BP,,, xb, 
= hn+“+p+lPm+g,“+l k* P x 1X1 x A, A I BP,,,, x Bp,, x b, 
N im+n+p+l~m+n+l,p~m,n+l(l x A,~)IB~~, x BP,, x b. 
by case 1 where b, E BpL, is the base point. Now the last expression above is homotopic to 
l,+,+p+ I%,+,,+ 1, ppm+n, I(cL,,~ x 1) I BP,,,, x BP,~, x h, 
= l,+,,p+llC,+,+l,plC,+“,l~L,,” 
= ~~tntpt1~,+“,p+1C’m,n 
= bl+,+pt1Gltntg, 1%nt*,pPnl,n 
- ‘m+n+p%tn,pPm,n 
where all the homotopies are relative to B, . 
That the second diagram of (3) is homotopy commutative relative to B, follows easily 
from 3.3. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.2. 
We complete the construction of the example needed to prove Theorem A by 
converting the inclusion B, c BpL into a regular PHS fibration by the usual path space con- 
struction and then applying Theorem 2.8. Let i = (B”, , j?, BpL) denote the resulting PHS 
fibration. By a slight abuse of notation we denote the fiber of i by PLIO. Similarly we denote 
the fiber of j I BO, : 80, + BpLk by PLklOk . 
The result needed to prove the analogue of Theorem A, namely that the inclusion 
&, c BF is a regular homomorphism of pre H-spaces follows from a similar, but simpler, 
argument. The simplification stems from the fact that since O(n) c F(n) = {homotopy 
equivalences of F-l} with the compact open topology, I&(,) c BFC,,) in the generalized Dold- 
Lashof construction. The construction of the Whitney sum and proofs of analogues of 3.3, 
3.4 and Theorem 3.2 are carried out by the same techniques as above. As before we convert 
the inclusion into a fibration and apply 2.8. The resulting fiber space q is denoted by (I?,, 
8, &) and the fiber by F/O. 
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Proof of Theorem A. Theorem A follows from 3.2 and subsequent discussion, 2.7, and 
Milnor’s theorem [i I] that the obstructions to smoothing Mare essentially the obstructions 
to lifting the classifying map t M : M-P BpL of the stable tangent bundle of M to BO. 
Theorem A’ for the existence of a stably reducible vector bundle over a Poincare duality 
space X follows from a similar argument involving the fiber space (ri, ,a, 4,) and the result 
[lS; Theorem A] of Spivak that there is a stably unique reducible spherical fiber space vx 
over X. vx is called the normal fiber space of X. Since the normal fiber space is preserved by 
homotopy equivalences, 2.7 implies that the obstructions to finding a stably reducible vector 
bundle are homotopy type invariants. 
$4. PROOFS OF THEOREMS B AND C 
In this section we prove Theorems B and C. We prove first some needed lemmas. 
LEMMA 4.1. There is a map (g, 8) : (ii,, , g, B’pL,) -+ (_tioc,,, 8, SF,,) of fiber spaces such 
that Cj*&, = ([& where [,, is the u~~~~e~sa~ (B - 1) s~eF~ca~~~~atio~, I,, is the ~~~~ersa~ micro- 
sundae of dim n, and (I,), is theater space o~ta~nedfro~z fS by deleting the zero section. 
Proof. This follows from the Kister-Mazur Theorem [cf. 6 or 22] in the PL category. 
Let T’,, be the group of diffeomorphisms of S-l modulo those that extend to D”. Then 
r n M 0, the group of ho~lotopy n-spheres [7]. Let f,(&r) c r,, be the sub~oup corresponding 
to the homotopy spheres bounding ~-manifolds. Then by [7] there is an inclusion I? D’,(&r) c 
coker J, where J, : n,(O) -+ 7~~' is the stable J homomorphism. 
LEMMA 4.2. (i) n,(PL/O) M r,. 
(ii) n,(F/O) ;=r: coker J, Q ker J, _ 1. 
(iii) Tlze diagram 
vw/O) Cl* + %(wQ 
2l 21 
I?, --+ I’,/r,(&r) c coker J, + coker J, 
8 
ker Jn-l 
&~rnrn~tes; hence ~~~e~ n is even g, is a ~~o~~ornor~~is~l. 
Proof: (i) is due to Hirsch [S]. 
(ii) follows from the exact sequence 
* + *+ 7r*+ ,(&J -+ It,, l(&) -+ ~~(~~0~ --+ 7&(8,)& n,(S,> -+ ’ ’ * 
and Adams results [I] fon:the J homomo~hism since n,,l(f30) fi: n,(O), n,,l(J?F) R x,(F) 
~:n,~ and under these isomorphisms $* corresponds to J. 
(iii) is an immediate consequence of the results of Williamson [18]. 
Let @‘I c H”+l (X; ~~(P~~O)~ denote the image of ~9: [AT,,,; PI.,@) -+ 
H”“(X, ~~~PL~O~~ (cf. 2.3) and efl c F”(X, ~~(~/O)) denote the image of 
Ifi : [Xfnj, F/O] --j F+‘(X, ~~(~/~~)~ Since 
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lx,,), PUOI $, H”+‘(x, r@L/O)) 
I 
8# 
1 
g** 
CX,,,? F/O1 L-+ H”+ ‘(X, n,(F/O)) 
commutes, g,,(G”“+‘) c e”“. Hence g** induces a map 
H”+‘(X; n,,(PL/O))/~+’ -+ H”+‘(X; -n,(F/O))/&+’ 
which we also denote by g**. If M is a PL manifold @‘I (M) will denote the (higher) obstruc- 
tion to smoothing M over the (n + 1) skeleton and 8”+‘(M) the obstruction to finding a 
reducible vector bundle over M. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let M be simply connected. If MC,, has a smoothing, then V~ 1 MC,, has a 
vector bundle structure andg,,@“’ (M) = -@“l(M) where V~ denotes thenormalfiberspace 
of M. 
Proof. Let t,, v, E [M, &] denote the classes determined by the stable tangent 
and normal microbundles respectively. Then t, 1 MC,, has a lift to 3,. Thus there is a class 
x E [M, E,,_,] with pn-l # x = ty where E,,_, is the (n - l)Sf stage in a Postnikov tower for 
B”, + 8,, (cf. 2.1). By the theory developed above, [M, E, _ J is a group and 0 : [M, E,_ J + 
II”+‘(M; q,(PL/O)) is a homomorphism. Then if y = x-r, p,_,,(y) = v, since tM @ vM is 
trivial and vM 1 MC”, admits a lift I to 8,. Hence gl is a lift of gvM [ MC”, to 8,. Since gu, = V~ 
the first part of the lemma follows. 
Now -g** O(x) = g** 0 is the obstruction to extending the lift gl of V~ 1 MC,,, over the 
(n _t 1) skeleton. Hence g**@‘+‘(M) = --6”+‘(M) by the definition of the (higher) ob- 
structions. 
Proof of Theorem B. Let E H”(M; n,_,(PL/O)) be the primary obstruction to 
smoothing M. Then -g**o = 8 and by [IS; Theorem B], 8 = C,+“(M) where $“(M) E 
H”(M; q-J is characterized by x u $“(M) = (- I)“(n+l)+l$(x) for every x E HN-“(M; 2). 
The formula 
x u g** e = (- l)n(N+i)C* l+qx) 
now follows from the naturality of cup products under coefficient homomorphisms. Since 
Hom[HN-“(M; 2); n,-,(F/O)] M Hom[H,,(M; 2); rc,_,(F/O)] E H”(M; ~,_~(F/‘lo)) the 
above formula characterizes g** 0”. Thus g** 0 is a homotopy type invariant. But since (n - 1) 
is even, g* and g** are monomorphisms, and the theorem now follows. 
LEMMA 4.4. If M has the homotopy typeof S” x S”, then+ : [M(,,,A] -+ H’+l(M; n,(A)) 
is the zero map for any r ifA = PLfO or FfO. 
Proof We give the proof only for PLIO, the case of F/O being similar. It suffices to prove 
the lemma for M = S” x Sm. But in this case if S” x S” is given the usual cellular structure 
as S” v Sm u en+m where the attaching map for en’m is the Whitehead product [I., I,,J the 
lemma is obvious if r#n+m-1. If r=n+m-1, 1etf:S” v S”‘+PL/O represent 
a E CM,,.,, PLlOl. Then ti(a) =fJt,, y ,,, z ] = [f* I,, J; I~]. But Whitehead products vanish in 
PL/O since it is the fiber of the reguIar PHS fibration p” : B”, + BpL. 
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Proof of Theorem C. We assume that n < m since the proof in the case m c n is similar. 
Let &‘(M) be the secondary obstruction to smoothing M. Then g**@(M) = -6”(M). By 
4.4 the indeterminacies of i?‘(M) and am(M) are zero and by 4.2, g** H”(M; q,,_,(PL/O)) + 
H”(M; n,_,(F/O)) is a monomorphism since (m - 1) is even. But 6”‘(M) = 0 since the 
obstructions to finding a stable reducible vector bundle are homotopy type invariants and 
the trivial bundle over S” x S” is stably reducible. Thus am(M) = 0. Similarly am”+“(M) = 0. 
85. TWO EXAMPLES 
In this section we give two examples which show that some numerical restrictions are 
necessary in Theorems B and C. We consider first Theorem B. 
Let n be such that 0, _ i( &r), the group of homotopy (n - 1) spheres bounding n-mani- 
folds, is non-zero. (This is known to occur, for example, if n = 0 (mod 4) or n = 2 (mod 8).) 
Let x E rc,_ ,(PL/O) correspond to some non-zero element of 0, _ 1(&c) under the isomorphism 
of lemma 4.2. Then g* x = 0 and by the results of Williamson [18], we may find some 
z E &P3 such that az = x where 8 : n,(BpL) + ~,_,(PL/O) and g* z = 0 where g*: 
rr,(B’,,) --f rc$?,). Since i* : n,,(BpLk) + TC,,(~?~~) and j, : TC,(~?,,,,) --f TC,,(~?,) are isomor- 
phisms for k > n + 1, we can and will consider z to be an element of the image of 
I* : %(B”PL, + ,> -+ %I&, + 3). 
Let 5 be the PL,+J bundle over S” with fiber Rn’3 and characteristic class z. Since 
z E Im I,, the results of Hirsch [19] show that i contains a closed Dnf3 bundle, and conse- 
quently an Sn+’ bundle. Let M be the total space of this bundle. Then M is a PL manifold 
since the coordinate transformations are PL homomorphisms. Now let az 7 x # 0 is exactly 
the primary obstruction to smoothing M. On the other hand, since g* z = 0, M has the 
homotopy type of S” x Snt2. Thus the primary obstruction to smoothing is not a homotopy 
invariant in this case. 
To see that Theorem C is not true in general, let n - 0 (mod 4). Then S 0 HJ : n, _ l(SO,) 
--t r~,-~(So) 0 Z is a monomorphism where S is induced by the inclusion SO,, c SO, J : 
rc,_,(SO,) --f ~c~,,-~(S”) is the J homomorphism, and H : rc2,_,(Sn) -+ Z is the Hopf invariant. 
Let tl E rc,,_,(SO,) satisfy S 0 HJ(a) = (j, y, 0) where y E n,_,(SO) M Z is a generator and 
j, is the order of the image of the stable J homomorphism r~,-~(S0) -+ 7-c:_,, Let E, be the 
total space of the D” bundle over S” with characteristic class U. 
Consider the differentiable manifold with boundary N$ = E, A E,obtained by plumbing 
E, with itself. To be precise, iff: S”-r + SO(n) represents CL, N, is the differential manifold 
formed frim the disjoint union of three copies of D” x D” by identifying (x, y) E D,” x aDIn 
with (f(x) * y, y) E D,” x do,” and (x, y) E t3Dsn x D,” with (x, f(y) - x) E aD,* x D,” 
and rounding the corners along do,” x aD2”. Since HJ(cc) = 0 and 
**~-Uc,-l(SO”-l)A. X,_l(SOn) A- 7c,_1(Sn-1)-+.** 
I 
2 
J 
7c2n- lW)’ 
/‘X 
commutes up to sign, a E Im k, . Hence by the results of Milnor [20], aN,2” is a homotopy 
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sphere. Let &Ii” be the PL manifold obtained from Nz” by attaching the cover over the 
aN,2”. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. (i) M:” has the homotopy type of S” x S”. 
(ii) If n = 12, Mz4 is non-smoothable although its 23 skeleton can be smoothed. 
Proof. Since JS = + EJ where E : TC~,,__~(S”) + TC~~(S”+‘) M x:-l is the suspension and 
E 0 H: TC~~_~(S~) + x:-l @Z is a monomorphism, J(a) = 0 by the choice of CY. Thus (i) 
follows from Wall [21; Lemma 81. 
It follows from the construction of A4i4 that the 23 skeleton can be smoothed and 
from lemma 4.4 that secondary obstruction to smoothing Mz4 is a single class in 
Hz4(M; z,,(PL/U)) z n,,(PL/O) w @,, . Clearly this class corresponds to the homotopy 
sphere aNf4 (cf. [S]). But a simple computation of the A-invariant of aNz4 based on [20; 
Lemma 41 shows that aNi is not the usual 23 sphere. Hence Mz4 is not smoothable and the 
proof of 5.1. is complete. 
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